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SECTION ES. Executive Summary PAGE 1 

Background In early 2014, BBC Research & Consulting (BBC) was contracted by the City of Austin’s Neighborhood Housing and Community Development Department to update the comprehensive housing market study conducted in 2008. The 2014 update grew out of an interest to provide a current assessment of needs in Austin’s rapidly changing housing market—as well as to examine needs at a smaller geographic level.  The 2014 Housing Market Study (HMS) and the 2008 study share many elements: an identification of the greatest housing needs in Austin now and in the future; a quantification of needs; and a review of existing and potential policies, programs and strategies. The 2014 HMS also incorporates a ZIP code level housing model that provides indicators of housing supply and affordability.  The 2014 study was informed by a significant amount of work conducted by the city’s Community Development Commission (CDC) Affordable Housing Siting Policy Working Group (“Working Group”). The goal of the Working Group—comprised of representatives from neighborhood associations, community housing organizations and the CDC—was to develop recommendations to help achieve the common vision of creating and preserving affordable housing throughout Austin to meet the needs of extremely low and moderate income residents.  

Many members of the Working Group recommended that in its next Comprehensive Housing Market Analysis and Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (AI), the city establish geographic goals for affordable housing. To that end, the 2014 HMS includes development of a ZIP code level (proxy for neighborhood level) model for the needs analysis.  
Relationship to Imagine Austin One of the goals in Imagine Austin –the city’s recently adopted comprehensive plan for land use and growth—is to develop and maintain household affordability throughout Austin.  Imagine Austin includes many strategies for implementing this goal, from encouraging compact development to reducing housing barriers for people with special needs to promoting affordable housing.  The 2014 HMS can be used to inform the city’s continued land development code reform efforts by providing both a quantitative estimate of housing needs, as well as resident-driven information on housing preferences and challenges. Altogether, this information should be used in future phases of code reform to promote and advance the conversation around affordability.  
Methodology The primary data and information sources used in the 2014 HMS include the following: 

 Population and household levels and projections from the city demographer;
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Use in Policy Making A top level goal of the HMS was to provide a quantitatively-sound approach for setting numerical targets for the city, specific geographic areas and for targeted populations. This HMS achieves these goals through: 
 An updated rental housing gaps analysis, based on current data that compares the supply and demand of rental housing and identifies the current shortage of affordable rentals. This analysis can be found in Section II, beginning on page 24. 
 The ZIP code level housing supply and affordability model in Appendix A shows how well each ZIP code provides housing opportunities for low income renters, low to moderate income homeowners, workers in key professions and housing near transportation. The model uses a combination of current housing market data, surveys of residents and Census data to create a comprehensive picture of housing options by ZIP code. The ZIP code level model will be an important tool to inform siting policy strategies and geographic dispersion goals. Both the gaps model and ZIP code level affordability data should be used to inform and monitor affordable housing targets.  
 The housing needs of targeted populations were primarily identified through a robust community survey and focus group participation process, the results of which are presented in Section III and IV.  

Acknowledgements BBC would like to thank the following generous contributors to the study, who provided data, information and time toward completion of the study: 
 City of Austin Neighborhood Housing and Community Development Department; 
 Austin Board of Realtors (ABOR); 
 Ryan Robinson, city demographer; and 
 The many participants in the focus groups and public meetings held throughout the study (names withheld for privacy) and the more than 5,000 residents who completed the survey.    
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Report Outline The next section of the Executive Summary reports the primary findings from the 2014 HMS. The balance of the full report is made up of the following sections: 
 Section I. Demographic Context. This section provides information on population growth, household characteristics, income and poverty and employment.  
 Section II. Housing Market Gaps. This section provides an overview of how the city’s housing market has changed since 2007. It includes current data on housing prices and a recalculation of the housing gap, or shortage, in affordable units.   
 Section III. Housing Choice. This section explores the housing choices made by Austin residents and in-commuters. It is based on the results of the resident survey, public meetings and interviews. 
 Section IV. Housing Needs. This section discusses the needs of resident groups that typically face challenges finding housing or have specific housing needs. These include low income renters and homeowners, seniors, persons with disabilities, persons experiencing homelessness and large families, as well as students.    
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Residents’ views on market changes. Changes in the housing market as told by Austin residents reveal a dynamic that can get lost in data analysis alone: 
 Many Austin residents made economic trade-offs to live in the city: 69 percent of homeowners paid more for their home to live in Austin. Sixty-six percent of renters choose to rent and live in Austin rather than own outside of the city.  
 Overall, half of renters and 28 percent of owners pay more than 30 percent of their gross income toward housing costs and are “cost burdened.” Cost burden is much higher for low income residents, with 69 percent of renters and 53 percent of owners experiencing cost burden.  
 More than one-fourth of Austin residents have sought additional employment to pay for housing costs. Thirty-one percent of renters have gone without health care to afford housing.  
 Nineteen percent of low income owners think they may need to move in the next five years, mostly because of increased property taxes. Nearly 60 percent of renters plan to move, mostly to find less expensive housing.  

Resulting housing gaps. A gaps analysis—a comparison between the supply of housing at various price points and what households can afford—helps define the extent of housing needs. It also provides a benchmark against which needs can be measured over time.  

This “snapshot” is shown in the figure on page 9. As the figure illustrates, the gap in housing supply has widened for renters but not for owners since 2008. Specifically: 
Renter gap. There are 60,000 renter households earning less than $25,000 per year—and just 19,000 affordable rental units to serve them. This leaves a shortage of 41,000.  This gap is based on 2012 incomes and rental pricing.  A 2014 gaps based on first quarter rental pricing estimates decreases the supply of affordable rentals by 7,000, putting the rental gaps at around 48,000.  
Increase in Rental Gaps based on 2014 Rental Prices 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting housing gaps modeling.  It is important to note that without the city’s investment in creating and preserving affordable rental properties, the rental gap would be larger by as many as 1,000 units.  

Renters earning $0-$25,000 40,924

2012 Gap 2014 Gap

47,698 6,774
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What if interest rates hadn’t changed? Homeownership 
opportunities would have declined from 2008 to 16% of 

units for renters at < $50,000 (v. 21% in 2008) and 43% of 
for renters at < $75,000 (v. 49% in 2008). 

Homeownership gap. The gap in homeownership is measured by comparing the proportion of renters at various income levels with the proportion of affordable units for sale. As shown in the gaps figure on page 9, the proportions of affordable homes have increased for both renter income categories and for both detached and attached housing.  Falling interest rates were the primary reason why ownership opportunities were preserved for renters looking to buy. In 2008, a household earning $50,000 could afford a home priced at $160,000 (with a 5% downpayment and an interest rate of 6.5%). In 2014, the same household, earning $50,000, could afford a home priced at $183,000 (with the same 5% downpayment) because interest rates dropped two percentage points, to 4.5 percent. 

Despite this relative increase in homeownership affordability, renters earning less than $50,000 per year have very limited for-sale options. Among the homes they can afford, more than one-quarter are attached properties (condos, townhomes, etc).  The market is particularly tight for renters earning less than $35,000 per year: 46 percent of all renters in Austin earn less than $35,000 per year but only 9 percent of homes on the market are affordable to them.  

As was the case in 2008, renters earning $75,000 are relatively well served by the for-sale market. 
Top housing needs. The top housing needs in Austin, identified through the quantitative and qualitative analysis conducted for the 2014 HMS, include: 

 A shortage of deeply affordable rental units (primarily those renting for less than $500/month) for renters earning less than $25,000 per year.  
 Geographically limited housing opportunities: 1) Affordable rentals are scarce west of I-35, and 2) Homes to buy for $250,000 and less are increasingly concentrated in northeast, far south and southeast Austin.  
 Rising housing costs in a handful of neighborhoods that are redeveloping, which could cause long-time residents to seek more affordable housing elsewhere.  
 A growing need for affordable housing near transit and services—to enable seniors to age in place, to provide a wider array of housing choices for persons with disabilities and to mitigate the financial impact of rising transportation costs.    
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Regulatory “quick fixes” should be employed now, to take 
advantage of opportunity to create affordable units. 

Recommendations Since the 2008 HMS, Austin has worked hard to secure additional funding for affordable housing in the form of a General Obligation (GO) bond to support affordable housing projects. Past funding from a similar GO bond was used to construct new and preserve housing for the city’s most vulnerable residents—many with very low incomes, some who were formerly homeless and some with special housing needs.  This type of flexible funding, which can be deployed quickly and addresses many of the greatest needs in the city, is an irreplaceable tool in a fast-moving housing market where federal support is diminishing.  The city is also in the process of revisiting its land use regulations as part of CodeNEXT. This effort will examine potential barriers to creating a diverse set of housing opportunities for a mix of residents.  These two very important tools—flexible funding for affordable housing and reduction of regulatory barriers—put Austin far ahead of many cities nationally who are struggling to address affordability needs.  These efforts also put Austin in a unique position of being able to focus on making the best use of other resources to further address housing needs. These “untapped resources” include: 
 Public private partnership opportunities, and  
 Public assets, particularly land owned by the city that is currently underutilized.  

The city should also move quickly to adopt the easiest regulatory fixes recommended by the diagnosis process of CodeNEXT, explore additional property tax relief options for homeowners and market attached units as an affordable housing alternative.  Finally, we recommend that the city establish a target goal for affordable housing and manage all programs and policies to that goal.  Our specific recommendations follow, beginning with the easiest fixes—modifying regulations to remove regulatory barriers.  
Adopt quick fixes for regulatory barriers. Imagine Austin developed a list of land development code barriers to creating an affordable Austin. Many of the recommendations require substantive changes to regulations—and/or additional study of the impacts—but some could be achieved rather easily. Waiting to adopt all of the changes may mean a missed opportunity to create affordable housing.  
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One of the strongest developer incentives to build affordable 
housing—fast track approval—can only be effective with a 

streamlined development approval process. 

In the current environment, in which housing prices are 
rising and private sector developers are eager to meet 
growing demand, it is appropriate to ask them to be a 

stronger partner in affordable housing creation. 

In our opinion, these “quick fixes” should include the following.  
Modifications to accessory dwelling unit (ADU) regulations.  

 Reduce the minimum lot size for homes with ADUs. 
 Allow a wider variety of ADU types—attached to or within less than 15 feet of the primary dwelling unit.  
 Allow lower parking requirements for ADUs, especially in older neighborhoods built before parking requirements were imposed. Do not impose additional parking requirements for the primary dwelling unit if they do currently exist and were not required at the time of development.  
 Allow more flexibility in driveway requirements for ADUs, particularly in older areas where lots cannot accommodate the requirements.   

Improvements to the development process.  
 Begin the process of strengthening departmental coordination to streamline the development approval process for affordable housing.  

 Institute fast track development processes, beyond the SMART housing program, for units that contain a target proportion of affordable units (not cash-in-lieu units).  

 Waive impact fees for developed affordable units, beyond SMART Housing units, up to an annual maximum subsidy.  
Expand public-private partnerships. The private sector is a very important partner in affordable housing development. The city has a number of development incentives and agreements to encourage the private sector to build affordable housing—yet it could do more, by asking greater contributions from developers when they receive expanded entitlements, for example, through rezoning and density bonuses.  

An in-depth review of the various aspects of the development agreements and incentives offered by the city was beyond the scope of this study. Stakeholders frequently mentioned the opportunity to improve these programs to make them more transparent and achieve greater affordable housing contributions. For example, the city could: 
 Make the density bonus and developer entitlement programs consistent with current needs. This could involve modifying affordability targets (lower MFI for rental units to match the needs in the gaps analysis), acceptance of Section 8 and other similar vouchers (required), cash in lieu fees (raised) and consistent onsite or offsite options. A proportion of units should also be required address the need for larger, 
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affordable units to accommodate low income families, who have very limited options in the current rental market.  
 Raise cash-in-lieu (CIL) fees.  The CIL fee should be comparable to what it costs a developer to build, market and rent or sell an affordable unit.   
 Include the option of redeveloping and deed restricting existing housing in more affordable and/or gentrifying areas to satisfy the developer obligation to create units or pay the CIL fee. This helps improve the condition and preserve affordability of housing stock of existing low income owners and renters.  We also recommend the city consider two additional types of public-private partnerships to help address affordable housing needs: Community Development Financial Institutions, or CDFIs, and land banking.  
 CDFI. A CDFI is an alternative type of bank used nationwide to address lending needs that traditional banks cannot. Austin has CDFIs that serve a variety of needs, but none functions solely as a lender to private and nonprofit affordable housing developers. These institutions, which are partnerships between traditional banks and the public sector, make loans at a subsidized rate with a quick turnaround, enabling developers to better compete with investors. This tool is especially valuable in hot housing markets.  The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) recently published an article, geared toward financial institutions, 

about the value of partnering with CDFIs to satisfy their Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) obligations.1  
 Land bank. Making public land available for residential redevelopment is one form of a land bank (such land is already in a “bank” through city ownership). Another version that is being more commonly used is created through public private partnerships, including through foundations. Seed money and organizational support for the land bank is provided by the private sector. In return, the land bank may prioritize acquisition of land for the development of workforce housing, housing along transit corridors, housing to serve public school teachers and workers, etc.   

Utilize public land. Making better use of land—particularly that which is underutilized and ripe for redevelopment—may be one of the most valuable contributions the city can make to addressing affordable housing challenges. These do not have to be large parcels (i.e., Mueller). City-owned infill parcels, near existing services and in neighborhoods that are at-risk or experiencing gentrification, would be ideal for mixed-income residential developments.  Public land is also a tremendous asset for expanding land trust ownership models, which achieve a greater level of homeownership affordability than any other product.  
                                                                
1 http://www.fdic.gov/consumers/community/CDFI/index.html 
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Explore additional property tax relief for low income 
owners. Rising property taxes citywide and especially in gentrifying areas is a top concern of residents. Low income owners are reluctant to make needed improvements to their homes, fearing that this will lead to increased taxes that they cannot afford to pay.  The city should continue to explore options for property tax relief, including how low income owners can be absolved of rising taxes when needed improvements are made.   
Consider preservation initiatives. A study conducted during the HMS, Taking Action: Preservation of Affordable Housing in the City 
of Austin, contains a number of recommendations to preserve existing affordable housing stock in Austin. These initiatives—in addition to many of the above recommendations (e.g., land banking)—could provide the foundation for a more aggressive preservation strategy. Preservation efforts should focus on neighborhoods that have traditionally been home to low income residents and workers, have experienced strong price increases and are in close proximity to low wage jobs.  
Encourage a broader use of neighborhood infill and 
design tools in neighborhood plans. The survey conducted for this study showed that a clear majority of homeowners—and one in four renters—live in single family detached homes. Just 4 percent of homeowners live in duplexes/triplexes/fourplexes and 5 percent live in a condominium. Only half of renters live in apartment buildings.  Creating attached home alternatives for both homeowners and renters would help broaden the choices of affordable products to buy and rent.  

CodeNEXT will examine barriers to developing such products in the city; this should include limitations on splitting large lots and rezoning underutilized commercial properties to accommodate “missing middle” housing products (e.g., duplexes). The city can facilitate this process by helping neighborhoods understand the benefits of these alternative products, demonstrating how they are used successfully in peer cities and how design features can be used to integrate these products seamlessly into neighborhoods.   
Set a citywide affordable housing goal. Establishing a citywide goal for housing affordability would institute a citywide effort to preserve existing income diversity.  This goal should be targeted to areas of need identified in this market study—that is, rental units affordable to households earning less than $25,000 (addressing the rental gap) and ownership units targeting workforce (earning less than $50,000 per year). The purpose of the goal would be to maintain or improve the current proportion of affordable units for renters earning less than $25,000 (at 10% in 2012) and homes to buy for workforce (priced less than $183,000 and 24%).  Ten percent is a common goal used by other cities that have embraced affordable housing targets. A 10 percent goal is also consistent with many existing city programs (e.g., density bonuses, PUDs).  The maps and data sheets in Appendix A show how well each ZIP code matches the overall city level of affordability of rental and homeownership units. Fewer than half of the city’s ZIP codes match the city’s 10 percent rental and/or 24 percent homeownership affordability provisions. The Appendix also provides ZIP code level information on demographics and 
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socioeconomic diversity; the ability of the ZIP code to house workers in key professions in Austin; and estimates of household transportation costs.  All city programs and policies should be linked to achievement of the citywide target. For example, developers who receive any type of entitlement or funding in a geographic area would be required to move a neighborhood closer toward the affordable housing 

goal. Neighborhoods that exceed the target and are at risk of gentrification should not be exempt from the requirements, as preservation and creation of affordable units is important to prevent displacement.  The city could use the Housing Model built for this study and available metrics from the Census, ABOR and private rental data, to track progress at meeting the affordable housing goals.  
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Figure I-2 puts Austin’s recent growth in the context of south central Texas and peer cities.2 Austin’s recent growth is significant, especially when compared to peer cities of Portland, Denver, Nashville—and even high tech-dominated San Jose. Between 2000 and 2012, Austin was second only to Charlotte in percent growth, as well as movement among the Census’ largest cities ranking. Austin was fourth among the group in numerical growth.  
Figure I-2. 
Population Growth and Largest City Ranking, 2000 and 2012 

Note: Bold indicates significant change in largest cities rank. 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau.  
                                                               
2 “Peer” cities are similar in socioeconomic characteristics, industries and/or level of attractiveness for in-migrants. 

And this growth is not just contained within the City of Austin. The Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos metropolitan statistical area (MSA) posted the highest growth rate of any MSA in the nation from 2000 to 2011.  
Drivers of population growth. There are two distinct reasons that a community grows. First is “natural increase,” which occurs when the number of births exceeds deaths in a given year. In-migration is the second reason for growth. Figure I-3 shows the drivers of growth between 2010 and 2013 for Travis County and surrounding counties.3 As the figure demonstrates, in-migration is an important part of growth for Travis County, yet about one-third of the county’s recent growth has been driven by natural increase. In-migration was a larger driver of growth for Hays and Williamson counties and less so for Bastrop and Caldwell counties.  

                                                               
3 The Census reports the drivers of population growth at the county level.  

City

Charlotte, NC 775,208 17 540,828 26 43% 234,380
Austin, TX 842,595 11 656,562 16 28% 186,033
San Antonio, TX 1,383,194 7 1,144,646 9 21% 238,548
Denver, CO 634,265 23 554,636 24 14% 79,629
Nashville, TN 623,255 25 545,524 25 14% 77,731
Portland, OR 603,650 28 529,121 28 14% 74,529
Houston, TX 2,161,686 4 1,953,631 4 11% 208,055
San Jose, CA 982,783 10 894,943 11 10% 87,840

2000-2012
Percent
Growth

2000-2012 
Numerical 

Growth

2012 2000

Population

Largest
Cities
Rank Population

Largest
Cities
Rank
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Figure I-6. 
Residents by Race and Ethnicity and Change, City of Austin, 2000, 2007 and 2012 

 
Note: The ACS question on Hispanic origin was revised in 2008 to make it consistent with the Census 2010 Hispanic origin question. As such, there  

are slight differences in how respondents identified their origin in the 2000, 2007 and 2012 surveys. 

 Excludes "Some Other Race" category, due to inconsistency of reporting between 2000 and 2012 Census surveys. 

Source: U.S. Census, 2000, 2007 and 2012 ACS.

Race

American Indian and Alaska Native 3,889 4,810 5,272 1,383
Asian 30,960 42,818 54,084 23,124
Black or African American 65,956 60,971 65,431 (525)       
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 469 818 776 307
Two or More Races 19,650 16,813 28,642 8,992
White 429,100 471,296 647,851 218,751

Ethnicity    
Hispanic or Latino (of Any Race) 200,579 260,535 286,850 86,271
Non-Hispanic 455,983 489,124 555,745 99,762

Race

American Indian and Alaska Native 1% 1% 1% 0.0%
Asian 5% 6% 6% 1.7%
Black or African American 10% 8% 8% -2.3%
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 0% 0% 0% 0.0%
Two or More Races 3% 2% 3% 0.4%
White 65% 63% 77% 11.5%

Ethnicity    
Hispanic or Latino (of Any Race) 30% 35% 34% 4.0%
Non-Hispanic 70% 65% 66% -4.0%

2000

2000

2007 2012
2000-2012

Change

2007 2012
2000-2012

Change
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Age. The median age of Austin residents increased during the past decade, from 29.6 to 31.  This was due to a shift away from college-age residents towards Baby Boomers. As shown in Figure I-7, the proportion of city residents age 18 to 24 dropped from 17 percent to 13 percent in the last decade. Growth of the 45-64 cohort is due to Baby Boomers aging into a higher age group, in addition to new migrants.   
Figure I-7. 
Residents by Age Cohort and Change, City of Austin, 2000, 2007 and 2012 

Note: Changes among age categories do not always indicate growth, but rather, show differences in the size of 
age cohorts. For example, the Baby Boomers were roughly between the ages of 35 and 54 in the Census 
2000, and mostly captured in the 45 to 64 age cohort in the 2012 ACS. 

Source: U.S. Census, 2000, 2007 and 2012 ACS. 

  

Household type. According to the City Demographer, the share of family-with-children households in the urban core has declined since 1970, when the share was about 32 percent. This continued between 2000 and 2012, as shown in Figure I-8. Growth in the city’s Hispanic households, which generally have larger families with children, has helped the city maintain a share of family-with-children households, which otherwise would be much smaller.  As shown in Figure I-8, declines in family-with-children household shares have been offset by slight increases in the proportions of residents living alone and in households with alternative composition types.    

Population by Age

Total population 656,562 749,389 842,595 186,033

Number of Population

Children (Under 18) 147,548 173,800 182,530 34,982
College-Aged Adults (18-24) 109,256 99,124 111,596 2,340
Young Adults (25-44) 243,517 272,377 310,684 67,167
Baby Boomers (45-64) 112,336 155,965 176,686 64,350
Seniors (65 and older) 43,905 48,123 61,099 17,194 

Percent of Population
Children (Under 18) 22% 23% 22% -0.8%
College-Aged Adults (18-24) 17% 13% 13% -3.4%
Young Adults (25-44) 37% 36% 37% -0.2%
Baby Boomers (45-64) 17% 21% 21% 3.9%
Seniors (65 and older) 7% 6% 7% 0.6%

2000
2000-2012

Change2007 2012
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Figure I-10 shows the MFI levels for the City of Austin according to household size. It is important to note that these are based on the MFI for the Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos MSA (that is, MFI is not calculated at the city level) and provided to the city by HUD. 
Figure I-10. 
Median Family Income Categories, Austin-Round Rock-San 
Marcos MSA, 2014 

Source: www.huduser.org. 

Median income for the city overall was $52,453 in 2012, a 23 percent increase from the 1999 median of $42,689.6 This increase was not enough to keep up with inflation. According to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the price of consumer goods rose by 38 percent between 1999 and 2012. This suggests that, overall, Austin households lost purchasing power during the past decade. This is also true when examined by family income.7  As in much of the U.S., Austin's income distribution is shifting and there are now proportionately more lower and upper income households and fewer middle income households than in 2000, as shown in Figure I-11.8  The number of middle income households did grow during the decade but not as much as lower and higher income households.  

                                                               
6 The median income figures in the years 1999 and 2010 are not precisely comparable due to differences in the Census surveys. The 2012 data were collected over a variable period of time and thus represent income levels over a rolling time period, whereas the 2000 Census represents the income earned during a fixed period (1999).  7 Household income includes single individuals living alone and roommates, which family income does not. Median household income is lower than median family income because it represents more single earners.  8 This analysis is based on a national measure of middle income recently used in research examining the decline of the middle class. For 2012, middle income is defined as households earning between $35,000 to $100,000. In 1999, the middle income range is $28,000 to $84,000.   

Percent MFI Percent MFI

30% MFI 100% MFI
1 person HH $15,850 1 person HH $52,800
2 person HH $18,100 2 person HH $60,400
3 person HH $20,350 3 person HH $67,900
4 person HH $22,600 4 person HH $75,400

50% MFI 120% MFI
1 person HH $26,400 1 person HH $60,192
2 person HH $30,200 2 person HH $68,856
3 person HH $33,950 3 person HH $77,406
4 person HH $37,700 4 person HH $85,956

80% MFI 150% MFI
1 person HH $42,250 1 person HH $79,200
2 person HH $48,250 2 person HH $90,600
3 person HH $54,300 3 person HH $101,850
4 person HH $60,300 4 person HH $113,100

95% MFI
1 person HH $50,160
2 person HH $57,380
3 person HH $64,505
4 person HH $71,630

Income Limit Income Limit

2014 HUD Median Income 
Overall: 
$75,400
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Figure I-13. 
Income by Tenure and Change, 2007 and 2012 

 
Source: 2007 income distributions from housing market study and 2012 ACS. 

Incomes did not rise for all Austin residents, however. Between 2000 and 2012, the number of Austin residents living in poverty—defined as roughly $23,000 or less for a family of four—increased dramatically.  The poverty rate for individuals rose from 14 percent in 1999 to 20 percent in 2012.9  The rate of family poverty rose from 9 to 14 percent. Overall, 20 percent of Austin residents lived in poverty in 2012. 

                                                               
9 Includes all people living in poverty (as opposed to households). For example, if three children live in a household where their parents earn less than the poverty threshold, all five household members would be counted as living in poverty.  

Owners

Less than $10,000 3,862 2% 3,719 2% -143 0%
$10,000 to $14,999 3,774 2% 2,860 2% -914 -1%
$15,000 to $19,999 2,774 2% 3,240 2% 466 0%
$20,000 to $24,999 5,089 3% 6,217 3% 1,128 0%
$25,000 to $34,999 9,937 6% 10,068 5% 131 0%
$35,000 to $49,999 15,915 10% 16,424 9% 509 -1%
$50,000 to $74,999 26,090 16% 25,434 14% -656 -2%
$75,000 to $99,999 21,271 13% 20,757 11% -514 -2%
$100,000 to $149,999 27,840 17% 28,897 16% 1,057 -1%
$150,000 or more 25,253 15% 30,142 16% 4,889 1%
  Total 141,805 86% 147,758 81%  
Change in < $25,000 537 -1%
Change in > $75,000  5,432 -1%

Renters  

Less than $10,000 21,719 13% 24,155 13% 2,436 0%
$10,000 to $14,999 12,390 7% 12,024 7% -366 -1%
$15,000 to $19,999 12,160 7% 12,699 7% 539 0%
$20,000 to $24,999 13,819 8% 12,297 7% -1,522 -2%  
$25,000 to $34,999 26,530 16% 22,757 12% -3,773 -4%
$35,000 to $49,999 28,103 17% 32,639 18% 4,536 1%
$50,000 to $74,999 29,583 18% 29,338 16% -245 -2%
$75,000 to $99,999 10,898 7% 17,262 9% 6,364 3%
$100,000 to $149,999 6,335 4% 13,241 7% 6,906 3%
$150,000 or more 4,113 2% 6,668 4% 2,555 1%
  Total 165,650 100% 183,080 100%  
Change in < $25,000 1,087 -3%
Change in > $75,000  15,825 7%

Number Percentage
2007-2012 change

Number Percentage
2007

Number Percentage
2012
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As shown in Figure I-14, Austin’s children have much higher incidence of poverty than any other age group. 
Figure I-14. 
Poverty Rate by Age and Change, City of Austin, 1999 and 2012 

Source: U.S. Census, 2000, and 2012 ACS. College students affect the poverty rate because of their relatively low incomes; however, they generally have strong earnings potential and, as such, are only temporarily “poor.” The U.S. Census Bureau recently released a report that adjusts the poverty rates of cities with large student populations to account for the low earnings of students. The Census report estimates that Austin’s overall poverty rate is 2.5 percentage points lower when students are removed. This puts the city’s “real” poverty rate 

closer to 17 percent, which is similar to that of Travis County, the MSA and the State of Texas. 10 In addition to age, poverty also varies by race and ethnicity. Figure I-15 reports poverty level by race and ethnicity. As the figure shows, African American and Hispanic residents experienced the greatest—and very significant—increases in poverty between 1999 and 2012. 
Figure I-15. 
Poverty by Race or Ethnicity and Change, City of Austin, 1999 and 
2012 

Source: U.S. Census, 2000, and 2012 ACS.  

                                                               
10 http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/publications/bishaw.pdf 

Families living in Poverty 9% 14% 5%
People living in Poverty 14% 20% 6%
Under 18 Years 17% 30% 13%
18 to 64 Years 14% 18% 4%
65 Years and Over 9% 9% 0%

City of Austin Poverty Rate 20% 30%
Travis County Poverty Rate 18% 26%
MSA Poverty Rate 16% 21%
Texas Poverty Rate 18% 26%

2012

Overall

1999

1999-2012 
Percentage

Point Change

For 
Children

African American 20% 31% 11%
Asian 20% 16% -4%
Hispanic 21% 31% 10%
Two or More Races 16% 21% 5%
White, Non-Hispanic 9% 12% 3%

2012

1999-2012 
Percentage

Point Change1999
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Education and Employment Education is an important part of mitigating poverty. And Austin’s overall educational attainment increased during the past decade, as discussed below. Yet poverty also increased, primarily due to the rising rate of child poverty. Of the 1999-2012 increase in the number of residents living in poverty, about 40 percent was due to an increase in poor children.  
Educational attainment. Austin residents are well educated—and became even better educated during the past decade.  The Census estimates that 30 percent had a Bachelor’s degree and 16 percent had graduate or professional degree in 2012 (46% total). This compares to 18 percent of Texans with a Bachelor’s degree and 9 percent with a graduate/professional degree (27%). The city’s educational attainment has increased since 2000, when 26 percent had a Bachelor’s degree and 15 percent had a graduate/professional degree (41%). 

As shown in Figure I-17, in 2012, nearly 13 percent of Austin’s residents had less than a high school degree and 17 percent had a high school degree but had not attended college—that is, 30 percent of residents had no college.  This is slightly improved from 2000, when 17 percent of residents had less than a high school degree and another 17 percent had a high school degree but no college (34%). And although growth has been strongest for highly educated residents, the city has 30,000 more residents with a high school degree and less than in 2000.   
Figure I-17. 
Educational Attainment, City of Austin, 2000 and 2012 

Source: U.S. Census, 2000, and 2012 ACS. 

Less than a High School Degree 66,511 17% 82,798 17%
High School Degree or GED 68,316 17% 80,077 17%
Some College, No Degree 84,486 21% 85,286 18%
Associates Degree 19,887 5% 25,824 5%
Bachelor's Degree 103,111 26% 123,493 26%
Graduate or Professional Degree 58,826 15% 79,257 17%

Percent

Less than a High School Degree 72,823 13% 6,312 -3%
High School Degree or GED 91,797 17% 23,481 0%
Some College, No Degree 108,529 20% 24,043 -1%
Associates Degree 26,084 5% 6,197 0%
Bachelor's Degree 162,033 30% 58,922 4%
Graduate or Professional Degree 87,203 16% 28,377 1%

Percent
2000 2007

Number Percent Number

2012 2000-2012 Change
Number Number Percent
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The average weekly wage for all Austin-Round Rock workers is $915, or about $47,580 annually.11 As discussed in Section II. Housing Market Gaps, workers earning $50,000 and less find it difficult to buy homes in much of Austin.  Figure I-21 displays employment and wages by industry for the Austin-Round Rock MSA in 2000, 2007 and 2013. Of the 100,000 new jobs, 36,000 were in the Education and Health Services industries, which pay about $44,000 per year. Another 26,000 jobs were in the low paying leisure and hospitality industries, paying less than $20,000 per year. Both the construction and manufacturing industries, which offer higher paying jobs, declined between 2007 and 2013. 
                                                               
11 Assumes 52 work weeks in a year. As a point of comparison, the weekly wage for the state of Texas is $985 weekly, which equates to an annual average of $51,220. Detailed industry and wage data are not available at the municipal level, but in the Austin-Round Rock MSA as a whole.   

Figure I-21.
Employment 
and Average 
Weekly 
Wages, Austin 
MSA, 2000, 
2007 and 2013 

 

Source: 

Texas Workforce 
Commission, QCEW. 

 

Industry Number

Natural Resources and Mining 2,144 3,739 4,687 948 25%
Construction 43,888 51,963 46,171 -5,792 -11%
Manufacturing 81,897 60,596 52,321 -8,275 -14%
Trade, Transportation and Utilities 120,178 141,649 159,938 18,289 13%
Information 24,430 23,133 24,155 1,022 4%
Financial Activities 36,319 45,112 50,176 5,064 11%
Professional and Business Services 92,276 109,550 135,457 25,907 24%
Education and Health Services 125,445 152,272 187,896 35,624 23%
Leisure and Hospitality 63,330 81,365 102,285 20,920 26%
Other Services 20,865 25,967 30,795 4,828 19%
Public Administration 51,213 54,517 56,763 2,246 4%
Unclassified 205 805 314 -491 -61%
Total 662,190 750,668 850,956 100,288 13%

Industry

Natural Resources and Mining $683 $1,752 $1,989 $237 14%
Construction $672 $844 $979 $135 16%
Manufacturing $1,169 $1,470 $1,728 $258 18%
Trade, Transportation and Utilities $896 $827 $920 $93 11%
Information $1,319 $1,241 $1,491 $250 20%
Financial Activities $767 $1,075 $1,411 $336 31%
Professional and Business Services $774 $974 $1,241 $267 27%
Education and Health Services $551 $735 $850 $115 16%
Leisure and Hospitality $268 $325 $379 $54 17%
Other Services $497 $632 $765 $133 21%
Public Administration $712 $940 $1,087 $147 16%
Unclassified $617 $685 $762 $77 11%

2007 2013 Dollars Percent

Employment

Wages

Number of Jobs
Recent Growth: 

2007 to 2013

Average Weekly Wages
Recent Growth: 

2007 to 2013

2000 2007 2013 Percent

2000
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SECTION II. Housing Market Gaps PAGE 1 

The changes in Austin’s housing market are visible in the large cranes perched among downtown’s skyscrapers. News articles abound about rising housing prices, declining affordability and gentrification. And the voluntary housing survey conducted for this study received more than 5,000 responses—evidence that housing is a topic of interest of Austinites and, for many residents, a concern.  The section begins with an overview of the housing market today, compared to when the last HMS was completed (2008) and the beginning of the decade. It contains an analysis of both rental and homeownership affordability, including an update to the housing gaps model from the earlier study.  The results of the housing survey conducted for this study—including data on residents’ needs, housing preferences and experience finding housing in Austin—are detailed in Sections III and IV of this report. This section supplements the chapters on residents’ housing needs with quantitative information on the city’s housing market.  
Trends in Housing Supply  There were 276,600 housing units in the City of Austin in 2000, according to the U.S. Census. By 2007, this had risen to around 333,500—an increase of 57,000 units. The Census estimates the housing inventory at around 360,500 in 2012, or about 84,000 more units than in 2000. As shown in Figure II-1, the growth rate of residential units was highest during the 1970s, when the city’s housing stock 

increased 70 percent. The past decade has been the strongest in numerical growth. 
Figure II-1.
Housing Unit Growth, 
City of Austin, 1970-
2013 

 

Source: 

City of Austin and 2012 ACS. 

Density and land use. Housing unit density—the number of residential units per acre—has fluctuated between 1.5 and 2.0 units per acre since the 1970s, peaking in 1980 following rapid housing growth.  As of 2010, a little more than one-fourth of land acreage in the city was in residential use, according to the City Planning Department’s land use statistics report. Overall, 22 percent of acreage in the city is used for single family homes (about 5% of this large lot homes) and just 3 percent is in multifamily (apartment, condos) use. Another 2 percent is used for mobile homes. The balance of land is undeveloped (29%), or used for open space (18%), streets/roads/utilities (13%) and commercial and other uses (12%). 

1970 85,456
1980 146,503 61,047 71%
1990 216,939 70,436 48%
2000 276,611 59,672 28%
2007 333,487   
2010 354,211 77,600 28%
2012 360,518
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Rental subsidies. Increases in rents are particularly challenging for low income households who have limited options in the rental market. As discussed in the rental gaps analysis below, maintaining an inventory of publicly subsidized rentals has been key for preserving rental opportunities for the city’s lowest income households. Without these units, the rental gap would be much larger—and many more low income residents would be cost burdened or leave the city for more affordable housing.  An estimated 18,500 affordable rental units have been created with local, state and federal funds, according to the city’s 2013 affordable housing inventory database. These include housing authority units, developments built with rental tax credits, developments funded by General Obligation (GO) bonds, SMART Housing developments and others. Of these units, almost 2,500—or 13 percent of all units—have affordability contracts that expire in the next 10 years. As such, these units are at risk of being lost from the affordable rental inventory.  Figure II-10 shows the distribution of these publicly subsidized rentals by ZIP code. The highest proportion of units are located in ZIP code 78741 (18%), followed by 78753 (10%). These ZIP codes also have the highest proportions of affordable rentals with affordability contracts that are set to expire in the next 10 years. Figure II-11 maps the location of place-based subsidized rentals along with locations where housing choice vouchers are being used. Both are predominantly located in the eastern portion of the city and to a lesser extent, north and south Austin.   

Figure II-10. 
Distribution of 
Subsidized 
Rentals and 
Rentals with 
Expiring 
Contracts by 
ZIP Code, 2012 

 

Source: 

City of Austin. 

ZIP code
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78729 0%
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78751 0%
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Figure II-16 compares the median prices of attached and detached homes over the past 16 years. Percentage-wise, price increases were strongest for attached units. Numerically, price increases were largest for detached units. For all units, prices rose the most between1997 and 2000. The average increase in prices during this period was about twice that of growth between 2010 and 2013. 
Figure II-16. 
Median Sale Price, Austin, 1997-2013 

Source: Austin Board of Realtors and BBC Research & Consulting analysis of ABOR data. Figure II-17 demonstrates where peaks and valleys exist in the 2013 for-sale market—it charts the number of single family detached and attached homes by the incomes at which they are affordable. The distribution of detached homes for sale in 2013 is similar to 2008 with the market primarily serving households earning between $60,000 and $125,000. There have been some affordability gains in the attached market since 2008, though the market overall still primarily serves households earning between $50,000 and $100,000 per year.  

1997 $78,000 $125,000 $118,990
2000 $115,000 16% $169,000 12% $159,900 11%
2005 $142,000 5% $193,000 3% $181,500 3%
2010 $164,000 3% $245,000 5% $229,000 5%
2013 $205,000 8% $285,100 5% $269,000 6%

1997-2013 change $127,000 163% $160,100 128% $150,010 126%

Equivalent 
Annual IncreaseAttached

Equivalent 
Annual Increase Detached

Equivalent 
Annual Increase All Homes
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Figures II-18 and II-19 illustrate the geographic variation in median sale price across Austin ZIP codes. Among Austin ZIP codes that had at least 10 home sales in 2013, the lowest median sale price was $127,000 (in ZIP code 78724) and the highest was $770,000 (in ZIP code 78746). As displayed in the map, sale prices were highest in West Austin. 
Figure II-18. 
Median Sale Price by ZIP Code, Austin, 2013 

Note: Medians are not shown for ZIP codes with fewer than 10 sales in 2013. 

Source: Austin Board of Realtors and BBC Research & Consulting analysis of ABOR data. 

ZIP code ZIP code

CITY OF AUSTIN $269,000 $205,000 $285,100

78617 N/A N/A N/A 78735 $420,000 $205,750 $440,000
78701 $380,000 $375,500 N/A 78739 $385,000 N/A $385,000
78702 $263,000 $230,750 $280,000 78741 $137,500 $119,500 $166,300
78703 $622,500 $365,050 $801,500 78742 N/A N/A N/A
78704 $366,750 $300,000 $449,000 78744 $132,000 N/A $133,000
78705 $210,000 $195,000 $535,000 78745 $205,500 $174,500 $206,000
78717 $263,000 $200,653 $272,000 78746 $770,000 $389,000 $850,000
78721 $161,250 N/A $163,950 78748 $205,000 $192,250 $208,400
78722 $339,500 N/A $340,000 78749 $275,000 $189,750 $280,000
78723 $215,000 $278,000 $212,000 78750 $298,250 $195,000 $375,000
78724 $127,000 N/A $127,705 78751 $345,000 $185,000 $354,700
78726 $357,250 N/A $357,750 78752 $207,250 $127,250 $228,250
78727 $225,000 $162,500 $235,900 78753 $145,000 $108,500 $149,950
78728 $185,900 N/A $186,200 78754 $170,000 N/A $170,208
78729 $212,375 $151,500 $216,250 78756 $365,000 $174,900 $440,000
78730 $540,000 $176,150 $710,000 78757 $290,000 $119,900 $324,000
78731 $479,600 $191,000 $555,000 78758 $151,486 $107,000 $167,000
78732 $419,000 N/A $419,000 78759 $330,000 $185,000 $389,900

Median Price - 
All For-Sale

Median Price - 
Attached

Median Price - 
Detached

Median Price - 
All For-Sale

Median Price - 
Attached

Median Price - 
Detached
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Cost burden. Cost burden is a useful way to compare how affordability has shifted over time. Households are considered to be “cost burdened” when they pay more than 30 percent of their gross household income in housing costs—this includes rent, mortgage payment, basic utilities, property taxes and homeowners insurance. This is an industry standard, and ideal, for affordability.7 The proportion of households who are cost burdened generally worsens when housing prices increase. Cost burden can also occur when household incomes decline but home prices do not.  Between 2000 and 2012, cost burden increased for both renters and owners in Austin, as shown in Figure II-25.  
Figure II-25. 
Cost Burden, Austin, Travis County and State of Texas, 2000 and 2012 

 
Source: U.S. Census, 2000, and 2012 ACS                                                                
7 http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/cp/CHAS/bg_chas.html 

Interestingly, cost burden is about the same in Austin as in Travis County and the State of Texas—even though housing prices in Austin are higher. Cost burden has also increased less in Austin. This suggests that Austin renters and owners have been better able to manage housing price increases through increases in income relative to renters and owners in the county and state overall. It may also demonstrate the effect of Austin’s investment in affordable rental units. 

Owners
2000 owners cost burdened 21% 21% 19%
2012 owners cost burdened 28% 28% 27%
Percentage point increase 7% 7% 23%

Renters
2000 renters cost burdened 44% 43% 37%
2012 renters cost burdened 50% 51% 48%
Percentage point increase 6% 8% 11%

Austin Travis County State of Texas
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Housing Gaps This section updates the 2008 housing gaps analysis, which compared rental and ownership supply to demand to identify housing needs. This updated analysis incorporates the following data: 
 Population estimates from the City Demographer,  
 Housing unit estimates and rent distribution from the U.S. Census, 
 Subsidized rental units from the city’s affordable housing database and the Housing Authority of the City of Austin (HACA),  
 Austin Investor Interests’ Multi-family Trend Report from first quarter 2014, and 
 For sale listings from the Austin Board of Realtors (ABOR). For the purposes of this analysis, affordability is determined by the criteria that a household should pay no more than 30 percent of gross monthly income toward housing costs. This includes utilities, homeowners insurance and property taxes.  Figure II-26 shows how much households can afford to both buy and rent by income level. The figure incorporates two different assumptions for downpayments—a downpayment equivalent to 5 percent of the home price, which was used in the 2008 gaps model, as well as 10 percent, which has become 

more customary with changes in housing finance. A 10 percent downpayment appears to make the market slightly more affordable since buyers are able to afford a higher home price. This is only possible if buyers have saved for a downpayment or are provided with downpayment assistance.  
Figure II-26. 
Affordable Home Price and Rents and Utilities by Income Range 

Note: Assumes an interest rate of 4.5% and a 30-year payment term. 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting affordability calculations. 

Income Category

Less than $10,000 $39,661 $38,196 $250
$10,000 to $14,999 $58,559 $56,398 $375
$15,000 to $19,999 $77,463 $74,601 $500
$20,000 to $24,999 $96,367 $92,809 $625
$25,000 to $29,999 $115,266 $111,012 $750
$30,000 to $34,999 $133,857 $128,914 $875
$35,000 to $39,999 $152,756 $147,122 $1,000
$40,000 to $44,999 $171,660 $165,325 $1,125
$45,000 to $49,999 $189,934 $182,923 $1,250
$50,000 to $59,999 $227,737 $219,337 $1,500
$60,000 to $74,999 $284,449 $273,951 $1,875
$75,000 to $99,999 $378,329 $364,370 $2,500
$100,000 to $124,999 $472,843 $455,398 $3,125
$125,000 to $149,999 $567,358 $546,422 $3,750
$150,000 to $199,999 $756,382 $728,475 $5,000

Affordable Home 
Price - 10% 

Downpayment

Affordable Home 
Price - 5% 

Downpayment

Affordable 
Monthly Rent 

& Utilities
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Rental gaps. Two updates from the 2008 HMS are provided for the rental gaps: 1) A 2012 gaps using 2012 Census data, and 2) A 2014 update using rents collected during first quarter 2014.  The first is based on 2012 household and rental market data available from the 2012 ACS. Because the ACS uses self-reported rental data, it can be a better measure of what a household actually pays in rent. This is important because households with Housing Choice Vouchers pay less in monthly rent than the market rents of the units they occupy.  The ACS also contains a broader inventory of rental units (units in smaller complexes and subsidized developments) than are available in market surveys.  The primary weakness of the rental data in the ACS is that it is from 2012—and the rental market has changed quite dramatically since then. For example, according to Austin Investor Interests, rental rates per square foot for Class B and C units rose from about $1.00/square foot (Class C) and $1.10/square foot (Class B) in mid-2012 to $1.15/square foot for both types of properties in first quarter 2014. This is equivalent to a $120 rent increase on a Class C 800 square foot unit.  Therefore, two gaps analyses are provided: a comprehensive comparison of the 2008 gaps using 2012 data, and an update to the 2012 gaps to reflect early 2014 rental prices.  
2012 rental gaps. In 2012, 27 percent of the city’s renters earned less than $20,000 per year. This is the same proportion as in 2008. Although the number of renter households grew between 2008 and 2012, the growth was concentrated among higher income renters. For example, as discussed in Section I, the number of 

renters earning less than $20,000 increased by 1,575, while renters earning more than $75,000 grew by more than 15,000.  In 2008, just 4 percent of rental units were estimated to be affordable to renters earning less than $20,000. This proportion remained the same in 2012 but the actual number of units increased, from 7,150 to 8,410. This increase in affordable units does not entirely make up for the increase in renters earning less than $20,000.  As such, the rental gap for renters earning less than $20,000 increased, but only very modestly.  It is important to note that renters earning less than $20,000 find the vast majority of units they can afford in publicly subsidized housing, not market rate units. The rents on publicly subsidized units are generally more stable. These units made up the bulk of units renters earning less than $20,000 could find in 2008—and that appears to be the case in 2012.  The impact of rising rents is evident in the $20,000 to $25,000 income range. The 2012 gaps found a shortage of units for renters earning $20,000 to $25,000—about 1,500 units—which was not found in 2008. This is not due to an increase in renters in this income range, but to a decrease in affordable, some privately provided, units.  Figure II-27 shows the results of the 2012 rental gap. Figure II-28 summarizes the changes in the gap since 2008.  
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Figure II-27. 
Rental Gaps Analysis, Income Level and AMI, 2012 

Note: The model excludes renters who do not pay rent but instead receive boarding for exchange of goods or services. 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting. 

Income Range

Less than $5,000 12,677     7% $125 635            0% (12,042)   (12,042)  
$5,000 to $9,999 10,967     6% $250 2,774        1% (8,193)     (20,235)  
$10,000 to $14,999 11,770     7% $375 1,947        1% (9,822)     (30,057)  
$15,000 to $19,999 12,430     7% $500 3,054        2% (9,376)     (39,433)  
$20,000 to $24,999 12,037     7% $625 10,546      6% (1,491)     (40,924)  
$25,000 to $34,999 22,275     12% $875 52,540      28% 30,264    (10,660)  
$35,000 to $49,999 31,948     18% $1,250 67,815      36% 35,867    25,207    
$50,000 to $74,999 28,717     16% $1,875 37,497      20% 8,780      33,988    
$75,000 to $99,999 16,897     9% $2,500 11,802      6% (5,095)     28,893    
$100,000 to $149,999 12,961     7% $3,750 -             0% (12,961)   15,932    
$150,000 or more 6,527       4% -             0% (6,527)     9,406      
Total 179,205  100% 188,611    100% 9,406      

AMI maximums
income upper 
bound

0-30% AMI $22,600 54,104     30% $565 13,895      7% (40,208)   (40,208)  
31-50% AMI $37,700 33,803     19% $943 69,808      37% 36,005    (4,203)     
51-80% AMI $60,300 38,029     21% $1,508 71,057      38% 33,028    28,825    
81-95% AMI $71,630 13,015     7% $1,791 16,995      9% 3,979      32,805    
96-120% AMI $85,956 11,275     6% $2,149 10,226      5% (1,049)     31,755    
121-150% AMI $113,100 12,887     7% $2,828 6,630        4% (6,258)     25,497    
More than 150% of AMI $113,101 16,092     9% -             0% (16,092)   9,406      
Total 179,205  100% 188,611    100% 49,614    
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Figure II-28. 
Change in Rental Gaps, 2008 to 2012 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting.  
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The modest increase in the gap is a bit counterintuitive given increases in poverty. Yet much of the change in poverty occurred prior to 2008, between 2000 and 2007.  There is also some evidence that low income residents may be living with others to manage housing costs: The average size of renter households was 2.36 in 2012 compared to 2.21 in 2008. These data suggest that the 2012 “gap renter households” are more likely than in 2008 to be “doubling up” to make ends meet.  
2014 gaps. To adjust the 2012 gaps to 2014 prices, the rents of units priced between $500 and $1,000 in 2012 were raised to reflect the changes in price per square foot documented by Austin Investor Interests. This update assumes that units priced less than $500 per month are publicly subsidized and that the 2012 inventory was maintained. The 2014 increase in rental shortages shows up for renters earning $20,000 to $25,000. 2014 pricing increases this gap by about 6,800 units, putting the cumulative gap at nearly 47,700 versus 40,924 using the 2012 rent distribution.  

Figure II-29. 
Increase in Rental Gaps Based on 2014 Rental Prices 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting. 

Impact on Housing Choice Voucher holders. Residents most affected by a tight rental market are Housing Choice Voucher holders, most of whom rent privately provided market rate units. As demonstrated by the 2014 gaps update, voucher holders earning between $20,000 and $25,000 have increasingly fewer market units to choose from. The housing authority in Austin reports that voucher holders are taking longer amounts of time to find affordable housing due to the lack of rentable units. This was supported by participants in the focus groups who described extreme challenges finding units that accept Section 8, especially for those who need units in particular areas because they cannot drive.    
Homeownership gaps.  The 2008 HMS examined how easy it was for renters of various income levels to purchase homes in Austin. This section updates the 2008 analysis with new data on homes for sale during 2013.  
Market and financing changes. Housing prices increased between 2008 and 2013 but falling interest rates helped preserve ownership opportunities for residents looking to purchase a home. In 2008, a household earning $50,000 could afford a home priced at $160,000 (with a 5% downpayment and an interest rate of 6.5%). In 2014, the same household, earning $50,000, could afford a home priced at $183,000 (with the same 5% downpayment) because interest rates dropped two percentage points, to 4.5 percent. 

Renters earning $0-$25,000 40,924

2012 Gap 2014 Gap

47,698 6,774
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Current gaps. Even with the affordability improvements displayed in the previous figure, the ownership market in Austin remains out-of-reach for many renters who wish to purchase their first home. The 2008 gaps analysis found a mismatch between supply and demand for renters earning less than $50,000. The 2013 gaps analysis confirms that there is still a shortage of affordable for-sale options for those renters.  Figure II-31 displays the 2013 ownership market gaps using two different downpayment options—a 5 percent downpayment, which was used in the 2008 gaps model, as well as 10 percent, which has become more customary. Similar to the rental gap figure, the ownership model compares renters, renter income levels, the maximum monthly housing payment they could afford, and the proportion of units in the market that were affordable to them. The maximum affordable home prices assume a 30-year mortgage with either a 5 or 10 percent downpayment and an interest rate of 4.5 percent. The estimates also incorporate property taxes, insurance and utilities. The “Renter Purchase Gap” column shows the difference between the proportion of renter households and the proportion of homes listed or sold in 2013 that were affordable to them. Negative numbers (in parentheses) indicate a shortage of units at the specific income level; positive units indicate an excess of units. The figure displays renters’ income by dollar amount and as a percent of MFI.  

The gaps analysis shows that renters earning less than $50,000 per year have very limited for-sale options, even if they have savings for a 10 percent downpayment. Among the homes they can afford, more than one-quarter are attached properties (condos, townhomes, etc). The market is particularly tight for renters earning less than $35,000 per year: forty-six percent of all renters in Austin earn less than $35,000 per year but only 9 percent of homes on the market are affordable to them, even with a 10 percent downpayment. As was the case in 2008, renters earning $75,000 are relatively well served by the for-sale market.8   

                                                               
8 Current owners are not included in the gaps analysis because it is assumed they are able to leverage their current equity for the purchase of a new home and thus have wider array of options. However, it should be noted that low income owners may different concerns related to rising home values and the related property tax implications.  
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Figure II-31. 
Affordability of For-Sale Housing to Austin’s Renters, 2013 

Notes: MFI thresholds are based on 2014 HUD income limits for four-person households in the Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos MSA. Max affordable home price incorporates utilities, insurance, and property taxes and 
assumes a 30-year fixed rate mortgage with a 4.5 percent interest rate. 

Source: ABOR, 2012 ACS and BBC Research & Consulting. 

Income Range

Less than $10,000 23,644     13% $38,196 9             0% 89% (13%) (13%) $39,661 12          0% 92% (13%) (13%)
$10,000 to $14,999 11,770     7% $56,398 57           0% 58% (6%) (19%) $58,559 61          0% 56% (6%) (19%)
$15,000 to $19,999 12,430     7% $74,601 111         1% 44% (6%) (25%) $77,463 136        1% 43% (6%) (25%)
$20,000 to $24,999 12,037     7% $92,809 217         2% 49% (5%) (31%) $96,367 245        2% 47% (5%) (30%)
$25,000 to $34,999 22,275     12% $128,914 795         6% 45% (7%) (38%) $133,857 878        6% 41% (6%) (37%)
$35,000 to $49,999 31,948     18% $182,923 2,326     16% 27% (2%) (39%) $189,934 2,544    18% 26% (0%) (37%)
$50,000 to $74,999 28,717     16% $273,951 3,851     27% 17% 11% (29%) $284,449 3,804    26% 17% 10% (26%)
$75,000 to $99,999 16,897     9% $364,370 2,507     17% 18% 8% (21%) $378,329 2,476    17% 17% 8% (19%)
$100,000 to $149,999 12,961     7% $546,422 2,677     19% 13% 11% (9%) $567,358 2,530    18% 12% 10% (8%)
$150,000 or more 6,527       4% $546422+ 1,859     13% 9% 9% $567,358+ 1,723    12% 9% 8%
Total 179,205  100% 14,409   100% 19% 14,409  100% 19%

Income by MFI (Income Max)

0-30% MFI ($22,600) 54,104     30% $84,076 285         2% 51% (28%) (28%) $87,298 333        2% 50% (28%) (28%)
31-50% MFI ($37,700) 33,803     19% $138,751 1,216     8% 41% (10%) (39%) $144,064 1,348    9% 40% (10%) (37%)
51-80% MFI ($60,300) 38,029     21% $220,432 3,854     27% 23% 6% (33%) $228,874 3,972    28% 22% 6% (31%)
81-95% MFI ($71,630) 13,015     7% $261,686 1,594     11% 15% 4% (29%) $271,709 1,658    12% 15% 4% (27%)
96-120% MFI ($85,956) 11,275     6% $313,848 1,592     11% 19% 5% (25%) $325,869 1,624    11% 20% 5% (22%)
121-150% MFI ($113,100) 12,887     7% $412,071 2,312     16% 14% 9% (16%) $427,857 2,221    15% 13% 8% (14%)
More than 150% of MFI 16,092     9% $412,071+ 3,556     25% 11% 16% $427,857+ 3,253    23% 11% 14%
Total 179,205  100% 14,409   98% 19%  14,409  98% 19%  
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robustness to the results that minimizes error around the estimates. Compared to Austin’s demographic characteristics, the survey data over-represent homeowners, whites and skew slightly higher in income. That said, there are sufficient numbers of responses from renters (1,522), low income residents—household income of $25,000 or less (325), Hispanics (423), African American (124) and Asian (78) residents to produce estimates for these populations.  Because the data are based on a non-probability sample, they are not weighted to match Austin’s demographic profile. Findings are presented based on the responses received. While the results should not necessarily be projected to Austin’s population, they provide insights into how more than 5,000 Austinites and more than 900 in-commuters make complex housing decisions, their preferences and attitudes, and can inform policy development. No other source of data provides the opinions, perspectives and stories found in the survey results and echoed by the stories shared in focus groups and interviews. 
Desire to Live in Austin Choosing where to live is a complex decision based on myriad preferences that include access to job or educational opportunities, proximity to family or friends, cost of housing, type of housing desired, housing quality, school quality, access to highways, airports, transit, shopping, entertainment, church, weather, size of yard, acceptance of pets or certain dog breeds, degree of walkability, crime and safety, traffic and more. Nearly all people make some sort of tradeoff when choosing to live in a community or in choosing a place to live. Rising housing and 

transportation costs, low vacancy rates and the overall desirability of a community increase the magnitude and number of tradeoffs residents must make to locate or remain in a community. One of the primary objectives of the survey and focus groups is to understand the factors residents consider when deciding to live, or to continue to live, in Austin.  
To live in Austin I was willing to…. About half of Austin homeowners (54%) and 62 percent of renters made tradeoffs in order live in Austin. A smaller proportion of Hispanic renters (53%) and African Americans (41% of renters and 41% of homeowners) made tradeoffs to live in Austin. By far, paying more for housing costs was a tradeoff made by the majority of renters and homeowners. Other tradeoffs include compromising on square footage, yard size, longer commutes, higher property taxes, proximity to work, school quality, transit access and preferred neighborhood. Overall, 71 percent of Austin homeowners have lived in Austin for 10 years or more, compared to 38 percent of renters. Nearly 90 percent of African American homeowners and 80 percent of Hispanic homeowners have lived in the city for 10 years or more. One in five renters has lived in Austin for less than five years. 
I considered living in Austin. About three in four in-commuters used to live in Austin. One in four in-commuter homeowners and 53 percent of in-commuter renters moved out of the City of Austin since 2010. Despite leaving the city about 74 percent of in-commuters considered living in Austin when they last looked for housing. 
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Housing and Transportation 
Costs On average, an Austin homeowner with a car payment spends $2,614 per month on housing costs (mortgage, insurance, taxes, utilities), and transportation costs, compared to $2,582 for an average in-commuter homeowner. Austin renters with car payments spend $1,886 on housing and transportation costs, compared to $2,084 for the average in-commuter renter. A greater share of Austin residents does not have a car payment than in-commuters. About 15 percent of Austin homeowners and one in four renters spends money on non-personal vehicle expenses each month (transit, taxi, Car2Go, etc.).   

Note: n=2,659 Austin homeowners, n=1,292 Austin renters, n=463 in-commuter homeowners and n=101 in-commuter renters. 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting from the 2014 Austin Housing Choice Survey.  

EACH MONTH I SPEND*…

*Average

$1,589
$258
$456
$149
$162
$39

44%
15%

$1,098
$192
$355
$107
$134
$45

56%
26%

$1,408
$295
$478
$129
$272

~Insufficient data~

37%
~4% total~

$1,057
$240
$434
$122
$231

36%

Homeowners Renters Homeowners Renters

Mortgage/rent

Utilities

Car payment

Insurance

Gas

Non-personal vehicle (transit, taxi, Car2Go, etc.)

No car payment

Spends money on transit, taxi, Car2Go

Housing & 
Transportation Costs

Austin Residents In-Commuters
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Affordability Rising housing costs were a concern to many residents and stakeholders who participated in the survey, focus groups, interviews and public forums. Participants shared stories of rent increases outpacing income growth, increased competition for vacant units, rising costs of homes for sale and the strategies they employ in order to continue living in Austin.   

Note: n=3,122 Austin homeowners and n=1,307 Austin renters. 

Source: BBC Research & Consulting from the 2014 Austin Housing Choice Survey. 

TO AFFORD MY HOUSING COSTS* I…

Sought another job†

Use retirement, pension, trust fund

Rent out a room to someone

*Rent, mortgage, 
insurance, 
property taxes, 
utilities

Receive financial support from family

Rent out home as a short-term rental

Live with family/friends

Homeowners
Sought another job

Receive financial support from family

Live with family/friends††

Use retirement, pension, trust fund

Rent out a room to someone

Rent out home as a short-term rental

Applied for public housing/Section 8

Renters

22%

39%

16%

19%

16%

9% 10%

8% 6%

5%

2%

5%

3%

† 32% Hispanic homeowners †† 20% Hispanic renters

WITHOUT THIS 
SUPPORT, I WOULD 

HAVE TO LEAVE AUSTIN

14% Homeowners

27% Renters
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Cost burden is very high for both low income renters and owners. To avoid being cost burdened, low income renters and owners should pay no more than $625 per month in housing costs. Instead, the average low income owner is paying $983 per month in housing costs; the average renter is paying $820 per month. These costs are 30 to 50 percent more than what is affordable. Households with very high levels of cost burden must compromise on other household goods in order to pay their mortgage and rent; those who cannot are evicted or lose their homes. Nearly one in five renters reported being at risk for eviction in the past year. One in 20 homeowners were at risk of foreclosure.  As shown in the following table, no one household typifies Austin’s low income owners and renters, although many are single householders.  
Low Income Household Composition by Type of Housing 

Note: *Insufficient data to report other housing types for homeowners. 
n=98 low income Austin homeowners and n=189 low income Austin renters. 

Source:  BBC Research & Consulting from the 2014 Austin Housing Choice Survey

Seniors The more than 700 respondents to the Housing Choice Survey age 60 or older (seniors) shared their current housing situation and their future housing plans. The majority of seniors (88%) are homeowners.  Senior homeowners had relatively low average mortgages and high incomes and most had to the means to make repairs to their homes. About 14 percent of senior homeowners plan to move in the next five years; 46 percent of these  

homeowners say they will move because they can’t afford to pay their property taxes. This equates to 6 percent of all senior homeowners overall (not just those planning to move).  Senior renters are different: they are much more likely to be low income and to live alone. More than half of senior renters plan to move in the next five years—39 percent want to move to less expensive housing and 37 percent want to own a home. Senior renters pay almost as much as their owner counterparts in housing costs.  

Household Composition

Single, living alone 42% 55% 31% 15%
Spouse/partner and children 13% 5% 5% 2%
Single, living with roommates/friends 12% 19% 19% 49%
Spouse/partner 8% 12% 14% 12%
Single, living with children 6% 5% 14% 5%
Other adult family living in the home 11% 4% 7% 4%

Apartment
Single 

Family Home*

Homeowners Renters

Single 
Family Home

Duplex/Triplex/
Fourplex/Townhome
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